A characterization is given for acyclic digraphs that are the acyclic intersection digraphs of subpaths of a directed tree.
Introduction
In [S] and [6] , acyclic digraph versions of interval graphs and subtree (chordal) graphs were presented and characterized.
We now continue this type of study and give an acyclic digraph version of subpath digraphs.
First we will recall some of the definitions and results from [S] and [6] . Terms and notations not explicitly mentioned can be found in [7] . All digraphs will be finite.
For (X, d ) a partially ordered set (poset) and S a subset of X, we let inf(S) denote the greatest lower bound of S, if it exists. Let S1, . . . , S, be subsets of X such that inf (S,) , . . . , inf(S,) exist and inf(Si) # inf(Sj), for all i # j. The intersection acyclic &graph of S, , . . . ,S,in(X,d)isthedigraphD=(I/,A),whereT/={v,,...,u,)and ViUj E A if and only if SinSj # 8 and inf (Si) < inf(Sj). AS shown in [S] , a digraph is acyclic if and only if it is an intersection acyclic digraph, so that the situation parallels that for ordinary graphs: the possibility for interesting results only occurs when restrictions are placed on the sets Si and/or the poset (X, < ).
When the poset is the set of real numbers under the usual ordering and the sets are intervals, the resulting intersection acyclic digraph is called an interval ucyclic &graph.
These digraphs were characterized in [S] by the existence of a certain ordering of the vertices. In addition, a list of forbidden induced subdigraphs was given. In the course of the present study, this forbidden subdigraph list for interval acyclic digraphs was found to be incomplete. The correct expanded list is given in Fig. 4 and can be seen to be analogous to the list of forbidden subdigraphs for interval graphs found in [S] . The next natural restriction to be placed on the poset is a tree condition. A poset (T, 6 ) is a tree semilattice if and only if every two elements of T have a greatest lower bound and, for every x, y, z in T, x, y < z implies that x < y or y < x. Clearly a tree semilattice can be thought of as a rooted (directed) tree. When the subsets of T are subtrees with distinct greatest lower bounds, the resulting intersection acyclic digraph is called a subtree acyclic &graph. These digraphs are characterized in [6] by having no induced subdigraphs of the type in Fig. 1 . Note that this corresponds to the characterization of subtree graphs as those graphs having no induced cycles of length greater than three, i.e. chordal graphs [lo] .
We now study what happens when we keep the poset as tree semilattice but restrict the type of subtree. Thinking of a tree semilattice T as a rooted directed tree, a subpath of T is just a directed path. The intersection acyclic digraph of subpaths of a tree semilattice is a subpath acyclic &graph. Ordinary intersection graphs of subpaths in a tree (both directed and undirected) have been studied ( [l-4,9] ), but complete lists of forbidden subgraphs are not known. For subpath acyclic digraphs we are able to provide such a characterization.
Subpatb acyclic digraphs
Before stating our main result we need to introduce and recall some concepts that will be useful in our proof that will follow in Section 3.
Throughout we let D = (V, A) be a digraph with vertex set V and arc set A. (ii) D is acyclic and contains a unique rooted spanning tree;
(iii) D is acyclic, and, whenever the digraph of Then it follows easily that D admits a unique-transmitter elimination scheme (cf. [6] ). Suppose D is also connected with unique transmitter v that is adjacent to U. Then it is easy to see that v is adjacent to all vertices on the transmitter path P, of U. Let D be a subpath acyclic digraph with a representation by subpaths in a rooted tree T. We refer to this as a representation T. For any vertex u of D, we have a subpath S, of T representing U. This subpath has a root rU, which in itself is some vertex v, of T.
In a way, vertex u of D, subpath S, of T, root r,, of S, and vertex L', of T are only four different manifestations of the same object. Hence, to avoid cumbersome notation and to simplify our perspective, we abuse notation a bit: for any vertex u of D we use u to also denote the subpath of T representing u as well as the root of this subpath in T. This will not create confusion, for, at any moment we will indicate which manifestation of u is being discussed: where necessary we write either vertex u of D, or subpath u, or root u, or vertex u of T. We will think of T as oriented upwards from its root, so that we may speak of vertices (strictly) below or (strictly) above u in T. For any vertex u of T, we denote by T, the branch of T at u, i.e. the subtree of T consisting of u and all vertices above u. Clearly T, together with the subpaths of the representation T contained in T, form a representation of D,, for any vertex u of D. Let x and u be vertices of D such that in T root x is strictly above root U. We say that subpath u hits a subpath x if subpath u intersects subpath x, otherwise u misses x. Mathematics 154 (1996) 189-201 In Fig. 3 we depict the forbidden subdigraphs for subpath acyclic digraphs. In some of these digraphs a directed path S of length II occurs with n B 0 indicated by a dotted line. It is understood that all vertices of S are adjacent from the two vertices that are adjacent to the first as well as the last vertex of S as indicated in the figure. The numbering of the vertices corresponds to a unique-transmitter elimination scheme. The digraph of Fig. 3 .1 is the forbidden digraph for subtree acyclic digraphs. The digraphs of Fig. 3 .2 also belong to the list of forbidden subdigraphs for interval acyclic digraphs, see Fig. 4 . The numbering of the other digraphs is chosen as follows: by deleting one special vertex from digraph 3. # .a, for # = 3,4,5 we obtain the digraph from Fig. 4 .a, which is forbidden for interval acyclic digraphs, for CI = a, b, c. In Fig.  3 .3.~ we delete vertex 1, in Fig. 3 .4.~ we delete vertex 2, and in Fig. 3 .501 we delete vertex 3.
In the proof below we use the following notation: if a set of vertices induces one of the digraphs of Fig. 3 , then we list them in the order of the unique-transmitter elimination scheme indicated in Fig. 3 .
After these preliminaries we are ready to state our main theorem. 
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Let D = (V, A) be an acyclic digraph without any of the digraphs of Fig. 3 as an induced subdigraph.
Since the digraph of Fig. 1 Assume that there is a neighbor u of v in D having its root in T not on R. Because of the choice of R, the root of u cannot be above r. So it must be on some path Q in T branching off from R at some vertex x below r. Since all vertices on the transmitter path P, = v -+ v2 + ... + a -+ u are adjacent from v, we may choose u such that root u is on Q, whereas the root of a, the last vertex on P, before u, is still on R. Thus subpath a starts on R, then branches of at x along Q and hits u. Moreover, since u is a transmitter in D, -a, no subpath rooted above a hits u. Let y be the lowest root on Hence it follows that if z is on P, and hits b', then z is adjacent to all the outneighbors of a in Db, and D, but not to any other vertex in these components. So we may interchange Db, and D, simultaneously along subpaths a and z, thus obtaining a subpath representing z in T. It follows that T is a representation of D -v as well.
Now recall that r is in Db,, so that the effect of interchanging Db, and D, as above is that all vertices below r in T are also below r in F. Moreover, u is also below r in T. So, if subpath a from u to r in 7 is taken to represent u, then all adjacencies from v are realized by T + v and also T + u realizes the adjacency from u to U. This contradicts the maximality assumption on T. Hence T + u together with R realizes all adjacencies from v. This concludes Case 1.
Case 2: 6 is adjacent to a. Since b is the vertex before y on the transmitter path P,, it follows that D, is a component of b. Clearly a must lie in a different component of b, so let a' be the transmitter in this component. Then D,. and D, are consecutive components along subpath b in Tb. We obtain a representation T, of D6 by interchanging D,, and D, along b. Let F be the tree obtained from T by replacing the branch Th by T*. We proceed in a similar way as in Case 1 to construct a representation of D -u using T. We take subpaths in T, and in T -T,,, and we adapt, if necessary, subpaths of vertices on Pb adjacent to b. The only vertices that may cause trouble are of the following type: z is on Ph and hits a'. Again we need to consider some subcases. Fig. 3.3 .a. Otherwise, v is adjacent to some yi but not to yi+ 1 (with y = y, andw =yk+1).Then~,z,a,u,yi,yi+, induce in D the digraph of Fig. 3 .5.b. This settles Subcase 2.4.
Hence it follows that if z is on Pb and hits a', then z is adjacent to all outneighbors of b in D,, and D, but not to any other vertex in these components. So we may interchange D,. and D, simultaneously along subpaths b and z, thus obtaining a subpath representing z in F. We infer that ? is a representation of D -u as well.
Recall that r is in D,, so that r is above y in T. If r is not adjacent from b, then, since r is in Dbf, we can find ri, ri+ 1 on a shortest b, r-path with b adjacent to ri but not to ri+l.
Since l"i, i"i+ 1 lie on the transmitter path P, in D, it follows that they are both adjacent from u. But now u, b, a, u, ri, ri+ 1 induce in D the digraph of Fig. 3.3 .a. So r is a vertex in D, adjacent from b. Hence all vertices on R between b and r adjacent from v are also adjacent from b.
The effect of interchanging D,. and D, as above is that, in F, neighbors from ti in D,, are above or at r, whereas all other neighbors of u on R in T are still below r in T. So let r" be a neighbor from u which is maximal in T above or at u, and let fi be the subpath in T + v form v up to F. Then R" contains all the roots of neighbors from u that are on R as well as u. This contradicts the maximality assumption in T, and Case 2 is settled.
So we have shown that T + u with R is a partial representation of D realizing all adjacencies from u.
Among From the above it follows that, if z on Pb hits w', then z hits precisely those vertices of D,, and Db that are adjacent from a. So we may interchange D,, and Db simultaneously along a and z, thus obtaining a subpath representing z in 7.
We infer that 7 is a representation of D -21 as well. We will show that T + v is a partial representation of D that 'improves' on T + U.
First assume that u is not adjacent to w', so that u is not adjacent to any vertex of D,,. If r is in Db, then the effect of interchanging D,,,, and Db along a is that subpath a from u to I in T does not hit any vertex of D, but still hits all neighbors from u. So, in T + u, there is at least one non-neighbor of v fewer with root on R. If r is not in Db, whence Y is above the part of Db on subpath a, then w is below r in T. But now there are more neighbors from v below w in T, whereas w is also in T the highest non-neighbor from v on the subpath from v to r representing v.
Second, assume that v is adjacent to w'. Since T + v realizes all adjacencies from U, we know that the neighbors from v in D,, are linearly ordered along subpath R. So we may find consecutive vertices Wi, wi+ 1 on a shortest w', w-path such that v is adjacent to Wi but not to Wi+i or any vertex in D,,,, above Wi + 1. If r were not adjacent from a, then let ri, ri+ 1 be consecutive vertices on a shortest a, r-path with a adjacent to ri but not to ri+i. Note that v is adjacent to ri, ri+ 1, since both are on the transmitter path P,. Then V, U, Wi, Wi+l, ri, r. ,+1 induce in D the digraph of Fig. 3 .5.b. Therefore, r is adjacent from a.
If there were some y in Db adjacent from a but not from v, then let yi, yi+ 1 be consecutive vertices on a shortest b, y-path with v adjacent to yi but not to yi+ 1. Note that a, being adjacent to y, is adjacent to both yi and yi + 1. Hence v, a, wi, wi+ 1, yi, yi+ 1 induce in D the digraph of Fig. 3.4 .a. So v is adjacent to all neighbors from a in Dg. Now, if r is in Db, then, in T, the only neighbors from v above r are those in D,,. Let i be the highest neighbor from u above wi. Then all neighbors from u have their roots on a subpath j? from u to ?, whereas w is not on l?. Hence T + u with R" is a partial representation of D having fewer non-neighbors of u on r? than T + u with R. So r must be above the part of Db on supbath a. This implies that, if we interchange D,, and D,, we move w 'upwards' along R, and again we contradict the optimality of T.
Thus, at last, we may conclude that T + v with R is a proper representation of D, by which we have completed the proof of the 'if-part' of Theorem 1.
For the converse, it is easily seen that the digraph of Fig. 3 .1 is a forbidden induced subdigraph for subtree acyclic digraphs (cf. [S] ), and thus is forbidden for subpath acyclic digraphs.
First we check that the digraphs of Let D be a subpath acyclic digraph, and denote by N(u) the set of outneighbors of u. Then N(u) together with u induces an interval acyclic digraph. By deleting vertex 1 from digraph 3.3.~ we obtain digraph 4.3.~. Hence the digraphs of Fig. 3.3 .~ are forbidden. The same argument as above forbids the digraphs of Fig. 3 .2 in the subpath case. In digraph 3.4.a vertex 2 has two components, but no representation of D2 is extendable to include vertex 1.
In digraphs 3.4.b and 3.4.c, vertex 3 has two components, of which the singleton component must be the lower one. Since 2 is adjacent to all vertices in its component, D2 must be an interval acyclic digraph. But now we cannot add vertex 1.
In digraph 3.5.b vertex 2 has two components, of which the one containing the two left most vertices must be the lower one. Again we cannot add 1.
Finally, in digraph 3.5.~ vertex 3 has two components, for which there is no prescribed ordering. But 2 forces the singleton component of 3 to be the lower one, whereas 1 forces it to be the upper one. 0
Interval acyclic digraphs
In [S] an incomplete list of forbidden induced subdigraphs for interval acyclic digraphs was given. We are now able to present a complete list in Fig. 4 . The proof of the amended theorem is left to the reader; it may consist of an adapted and simplified version of the proof of Theorem 1. 
